		

Precious Human Life

Notes from the lectures of Lama Lodu


Just being here is not enough, does not qualify as a precious human birth.  We call this life 'precious' when we are putting all our effort into doing good things.

We should consider how, by number, even among human beings, most are damaging their existance.  And in other realms, there are many more in number.

The precious human life is like a star in the daytime, very rare and precious.  We should think about how rare it is for these conditions to come together.

It is precious because of our meeting Buddhist teachings, our wishing to study and to practice, and our wishing to be liberated form suffering.

It is a precious oppourtunity.

Its rarity can be compared to a blind turtle that swims to the surface of an ocean only once every hundred years and somehow manages to get its head through a golden yoke that is floating on the surface of the ocean.  As rare as this would be, we should consider that having a human life with what are called 'the eight freedoms' and 'the ten endowments' to be more rare even than this.

Eight Freedoms

The first four freedoms of a fully endowed human birth are that we are not in the four non-human realms where we would be unable to practice: the hell, hungry ghost, animal and god realms.  (this can be interpreted psychologically as well)

Then, the next four are that, among humans, we are not born where there are no teachings (in barbarian countries, where there is no religion, no Buddhism); that we are not born at a time when there is no Teacher born; that we are not born with incomplete sense organs; and, that we are not a person with wrong views, or with no trust, for example, not believing in cause and effect.  (all of these would be serious obstacles, to say the least).  These conditions keep us from practicing Dharma.

Ten Oppourtinities, or Ten Endowments (also called 'The Ten Richnesses)

Of these, five are cuases by one's self; that we are human beings (the result of good actions; that we are born in a central country; at a time when there are teachings; that we have perfect sense organs; and, that we have strong trust and belief in spiritual teachings, we have right view to some extent, with devotion to the Buddha as the destination, the Dharma as the path, and the Sangha as those who guide us.

The five that are caused by others are, that a Buddha comes to the world; that, out of compassion, he taught; that the Doctrine still exists; that the lineage of followers are still here; and that we are supported by many others 
(our family, friends, strangers, retailors, farmers, 
and so on).

Having these eight freedoms and ten endowments, that is the precious human existance, the precious wish-fulfilling gem.

Through this kind of existance you can completely remove all suffering, and you can completely bring the fully awakened state.  Make this existance meaningful.

When you think of this precious human existance it wakes you up.

Such a precious human existance, but you have to know, 
how long can this body last?  

The Buddha said that everything, the external world,  the internal world, is impermanant.  In particular, human existance is more fragile than a bubble.

When you are born, you are subject to die.  No one has escaped this.  When the time comes nothing can protect you- not fame, name, physical beauty, not strength, wealth, friends, family.

Famous people, centuries ago, only their name remains now.  Wealthy people, the same.  Healthy people also.  We know that there are many even high spiritual practitioners, like the Buddha, mahasiddas, yogis, but when it comes time for them to die they have to leave their body.  

Why should we be any different?  Definately we die.

Secondly, we are not sure when we'll die.  We have no certainty.  Tomorrow, the day ofter, in one hour, no guarantee.  Tomorrow, next month, we can't say.

There are many causes of death, accident, sickness, heart attack, we can fall down.

Human existance is very fragile.  Remember how many younger than you have died.  Why not I?  I can die at any time.  I cannot say, 'I'm not sick'.  How many people do we see who are not sick who die?

Do not think I'm young, healthy, happy, wealthy, beautiful. None of these protect us when the time of death comes.

Everything you see standing, a mountain, a house, a tree, they will fall apart, they will be exhausted.

Anything born into the world, sooner or later will die.
Anyone you meet will die.  There will be seperation.

The Buddha gave four examples of how to view impermanance:

Whatever you meet, there will be seperation
Whatever you stand up, this will fall apart
Whatever you see born, this will die
Whatever you gain, this will be exhausted

When death comes you have to leave alone.

What will benefit?  Education, wealth (not one penny), your friends, your house, your car, husband, wife, your beautiful children, your family- none of them will be helpful when you die.  You have to leave alone.   None of them can benefit.  And more than not help, they can harm you.  Due to attachment, holding on, it makes it hard to die.  And after death, this comes to your mind and confuses your mind, and causes anger.  

Name, fame, you lose.  With attachment, clinging, in the intermediate state there are lots of difficulty  due to working for name, fame, health.


The only thing that helps at the time of death is Dharma. Practice, and after death, don't cling, don't attach. From now on, and come the time of death, you feel free. You have nothing you are attached to.  Free from attachment means free from afflictions.  Free from afflictions means free from sufferings.

So you practice Dharma with devotion to all enlightened beings from your heart, and with compassion toward all without discriminating, without distraction.

If you can still your mind at the time of death, this will be very helpful.  And after the time of death, very helpful, less confused, more clear, more still your mind.  During your death you have devotion, compassion, it will help.  Less emotion, clear mind, bright.  The virtues enable you to take rebirth in a better place. 

Contemplating impermanance refines your practice, your practice becomes a true practice for benefitting sentient beings, for attaining enlightenment, liberation. Through impermanance your mind becomes very strong, 
no pride, humble, looking to the true practice of Dharma.

Not clinging to this lifetime- this will make your mind calm.  You will be able to bring your mind to concentration, comfortably.  At the time of death, nothing can help. Only Dharma practice can help.

In this case, Dharma practice is concentrating one-pointedly on the object.  Think of impermanance for five minutes, then go back to the object.  You can see a little more clearly, with a little less distraction.  This way will help.


We should also think about suffering.  This helps us to renounce samsara.  It brings the mind 'down', lessens, or lowers the activity of the mind.

There is no happiness in the six realm that are dominated by the six poisons (anger, greed, ignorance, desire, jealousy, pride).  All the six realms are created by ego, selfishness, dualistic constructs, pleasant and unpleasant feeling, like and dislike, attachment and anger.

Like and dislike come from ignorance, not identifying the true nature of the mind as Buddha himself.

So, grasping holds 'me' and 'I', dualistic, and that construct everything, the five aggregates, five poisons, wrong actions, suffering, confusion.

Even the happiness of samsara has no good qualities.  That happiness itself causes more suffering.  If before there is not so much attachment, clinging, even if seperation comes, it's not such a big deal, maybe a little emotion, but not so serious.  But if in the beginning there is much attachment, clinging to one another, then that leads to suffering and pain.  That's called the suffering of change.  This is a kind of happiness changing into suffering.

The human realm is the best place to put all effort into practicing Dharma.


These previous teachings help not only this practice (shinay), byt every other practice.  Most people deny these things.

Use this Buddhist teaching to liberate from samsara within this lifetime, and to attain enlightenment.

These are very important, key points to repeat again and again.  Read and try to summarize the meaning, try to contemplate the meaning.  Think of them and try to bring them to your mind, vivid and clearly, and this will help you not to do wrong actions and will help you to do good actions without any kind of difficulty.  

So this helps your mind, protects it from the negative and guides it to the positive.  So it is a very useful teaching, it is something we really need, because lots of people practice continually but they're missing these points, so practice doesn't make so much sense because your mind is not entirely renounced.  Due to these key points of the teaching not being studied and practiced, your mind is not accostomed to these, and that later makes for obstructions in your practice, that makes for interferance in your practice.
So it is very important to study these points and to contemplate them again and again.

If you do the preliminary practice only a little, then go on to a high practice, the high practice doesn't have any power, doesn't give so much progress or realization or receiving wisdom.  The way high practice becomes effecive is by relying on preliminary practice.

Precious human existance, impermanance and samsaric suffering, and karma, cause and effect- study and contemplate these, day by day.  That makes your mind renounce samsaric attachment, and you are able to turn away from worldly attachment and temporary happiness.  You are able to let go, and get away from it.  

When we let go of that, practice becomes very suitable, very powerful.  The mind goes deeper and realization progresses through any obstacle.

